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Abstract. The liver is a major organ responsible for performing xenobiotic metabolism. In this process, xeno-
biotic is uptaken and processed in hepatocytes and subsequently excreted into the bile canaliculi. However, the
intracellular heterogeneity in such metabolic processes is not known. We use the molecular probe 6-carboxy-
fluorescein diacetate (6-CFDA) to investigate xenobiotic metabolism in hepatocytes with intravital multiphoton
fluorescence microscopy. 6-CFDA is processed by intracellular esterase to fluorescent 6-CF, which can be
imaged and quantified. We found that compared to the nucleus, cytoplasmic 6-CF fluorescence intensity
reached a maximum earlier (cytoplasm: 11.3� 4.4 min; nucleus: 14.7� 4.9 min) following 6-CFDA injection.
We also found a slight difference in the rate of 6-CFDA metabolism as the rates of 6-CF decay at rates of 1.43�
0.75 and 1.27� 0.72 photons∕min for the cytoplasm and nucleus, respectively. These results indicate that
molecular transport to the nucleus is additionally hindered and can affect drug transport there. © 2015 Society of

Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.1.016020]
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1 Introduction
The liver is the main organ that performs metabolism of
unwanted metabolites. Individual hepatocytes would uptake,
process, and excrete metabolites into the bile canaculi.
However, differences in metabolic kinetics of different organ-
elles are not known. Since the nucleus contains nucleolus,
DNA, RNA, and ribosome, it is not expected to be the key com-
ponent responsible in hepatocellular metabolism. However, the
presence of nuclear receptors1 and their roles in affecting the
expression of metabolic enzymes and transporters means that
the nucleus mediates signal transduction interactions with cyto-
plasm and, therefore, can be used as a drug target. In fact, nuclei
have been targeted by both drug molecules and nanoparticles for
cancer treatment purposes.2–4 Therefore, understanding trans-
port dynamics in different cellular compartments in vivo may
be significant in drug delivery applications.

In previous studies, 6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate (6-CFDA)
has been used as a probe for investigating simulate xenobiotic
metabolism in the hepatobiliary system. Upon hepatocyte uptake
of the neutral 6-CFDA and processing by intracellular esterase,
nonfluorescent 6-CFDA is converted into fluorescent 6-CF,
which is subsequently excreted into the bile canaculi via the api-
cal (canalicular) membrane.5–7 Multidrug resistance associated
protein 2 (Mrp2) is the main channel protein responsible in
6-CF excretion.8 Therefore, time-lapse fluorescence imaging
would allow hepatobiliary dynamics to be studied5,6,9 as

6-CFDA was used to investigate changes in hepatobiliary
metabolism in acetaminophen induced hepatic necrosis.7 In
this study, we performed intravital multiphoton microscopy to
visualize and quantify differences in 6-CFDA/6-CF metabolism
between the cytoplasm and nucleus.

2 Materials and Methods
We used a home-built multiphoton fluorescence microscope
in this study. The 780 nm output of a femtosecond, titanium-
sapphire (ti-sa) laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics, Mountain
View, CA, USA) pumped by a diode-pump, solid-state laser
(Millennia X, Spectra Physics) was used as the excitation
source. The ti-sa source was adjusted to be circularly polarized
by a quarter waveplate and the power of the laser source was
controlled by a combination of a half waveplate and linear
polarizer. Subsequently, the laser source was directed into an
inverted microscope (Nikon, ECLIPSE TE2000-U, Tokyo,
Japan). The ti-sa source was reflected by the main dichroic
(700DCSPXRUV-3p, Chroma Technology, Rockingham, VT,
USA) into the back aperture of the focusing objective
(PlanFlour 20 × ∕NA0.75, oil immersion, Nikon) and the
on-sample power was ∼80 mW. The excited fluorescence
was detected in the epi-illumination geometry, and passed
through the main dichroic, secondary dichroic (435DCXR,
495DCXR, 555DCLP, Chroma Technology), and additional
band-pass filters (HQ390/20, HQ460/50, HQ525/50, HQ610/
75, Chroma Technology) before reaching single-photon
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counting photomultiplier tubes (R7400P, Hamamatsu, Japan)
for detection. In this manner, spectrally resolved images at
380 to 400 nm (second harmonic generation), 435 to 485 nm
(blue fluorescence), 500 to 550 nm (green fluorescence), and
550 to 630 nm (red fluorescence) were acquired.

The animals used in this study were seven- to nine-week-old
male C57BL/6 mice kept in a 12 h light/12 h dark clock cycle at
23� 1°C and 60� 10% humidity. For intravital imaging, intra-
vital hepatic imaging chambers were installed on the mice as
previously described.5 Following the installation of the intravital
hepatic imaging chamber, the mouse was anesthetized and a
catheter (PE-10, Becton Dickinson and Company, NJ, USA)
was inserted into the jugular vein for intravenous injection.
Rhodamine B isothicyanate-dextran 70,000 (Sigma, Saint
Louis, MO, USA) at the dose of 2.50 mg∕mouse [50 mg∕ml
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS)] was injected to label the
hepatic vasculature, and 6-CFDA at the dose of 50 ml
(1 mg∕ml) in PBS (C1157, Invitrogen, USA) was the probe
used for studying hepatocellular metabolism.

With the optical scanning system, the scanned area is limited
to 200 × 200 μm2 (x-y mirror scanning system, Model 6220,
Cambridge Technology, Lexington, MA). In order to probe
the hepatobiliary metabolism over a larger area, a stage scanner
(H117, Prior Scientific Inc., Rockland, MA, USA) was used to
translate the mouse after each optical scan. In this manner, we
were able to acquire a large-area map consisting of 3 × 3 small-
area optical images. In this manner, each 3 × 3 frame took 1 min
to acquire.

3 Results and Discussions
Time-lapse images were acquired over 60 min with time inter-
vals of ∼1 min. In each mouse, 600 × 600 μm2 images were
taken (Fig. 1). 6-CFDA was intravenously injected at the end
of the zeroth minute and 6-CF started appearing at the first

minute. As Mrp2 transported 6-CF into the bile duct, the cellular
concentration of 6-CF would be decreased with time.

To analyze the temporal dynamics of 6-CF metabolism, the
cytoplasm and nucleus of individual hepatocytes were ana-
lyzed. As shown in Fig. 2, the cytoplasm and nucleus of a
selected hepatocyte (yellow arrow) was calculated, and the
6-CF fluorescence profiles are shown in Fig. 2(g). One metric
we used for quantification is the time of maximum fluores-
cence intensity (TMFI). Qualitatively, 6-CF fluorescence
dynamics appear to be different in the cytoplasm and nucleus

Fig. 1 Time-lapse, intravital multiphoton imaging of hepatobiliary
metabolism. Images from four time points following 6-carboxyfluores-
cein diacetate (6-CFDA) injection were shown (0, 1, 10, and 60 min,
with minute 0 as the time point of 6-CFDA injection). Red: rhodamine
B isothicyanate-dextran to label vasculature; green: 6-CF fluores-
cence; white: hepatic stellate cell. Scale bar was 50 μm.

Fig. 2 (a) to (f) show that 6-CF was not present in the nucleus in the
first few minutes following 6-CFDA injection. (g) 6-CF fluorescence
intensity curve of the enclosed hepatic nucleus and cytoplasm.
Scale bar was 50 μm.
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[Figs. 2(a)–2(f)]. Within the first 2 min, 6-CF fluorescence in
the cytoplasm was visible; however, there was no fluorescence
in the nuclear region. To acquire statistical data, 40 hepatocytes
per mouse were randomly selected for analysis of cytoplasmic
and nuclear 6-CF fluorescence, and data from five mice were
processed.

Detailed analysis of the 6-CF fluorescence decay show addi-
tional differences between cytoplasmic and nuclear metabolism
(Fig. 3). First, 6-CF fluorescence was more intense in the
cytoplasm as the maximum 6-CF fluorescence was higher
than that of the hepatic nucleus [Fig. 3(a)]. For all hepatocytes
analyzed, the maximum 6-CF fluorescence of the cytoplasmic
region was ∼7.3% higher than that of the hepatic nucleus. In
Fig. 3(b), 6-CF fluorescence was normalized and TMFIs
were determined. We found that the peak of 6-CF fluorescence
in the cytoplasm is 11.3� 4.4 min and that of the nucleus is
14.7� 4.9 min (Table 1). Therefore, maximum fluorescence
was delayed by 3.4 min for hepatic nuclei. Subsequently, 6-
CF fluorescence decreased as 6-CF continued to be excreted
into the bile duct. We also linearly fitted 6-CF fluorescence
after TMFI and the slopes indicate the relative efficiency of
6-CF metabolism. We found that 6-CF decays at rates of 1.43�
0.75 photons∕min and 1.27� 0.72 photons∕min for cyto-
plasm and the nucleus, respectively. The ratio of the slopes indi-
cates that 6-CFDA metabolism is 5.8% faster in cytoplasm as
compared to that of the nuclei.

Differences of cytoplasmic and nuclear metabolism may be
attributed to the fact that processed 6-CF needs to pass the
nuclear membrane in reaching the nucleus. After 6-CFDA is
processed by intracellular esterase, 6-CF would penetrate into
the nucleus and eventually be transported out of the nuclear
membrane, although at a slower rate than that of cytoplasm.

4 Conclusions
By time-lapse, intravital multiphoton imaging, we found that a
difference in xenobiotic metabolism exists between hepatocyte
cytoplasm and nucleus. There was a temporal delay in 6-CF
reaching the maximum value. A delay of 3.4 min from the
nucleus relative to cytoplasm was found. Furthermore, the maxi-
mum 6-CF intensity of the cytoplasm was ∼7.3% higher than
that of hepatic nuclei. In addition, the rate of 6-CF metabolism
in the cytoplasm is 5.8% higher than that of the nuclei. This
study shows that intravital multiphoton microscopy can be
used to visualize and quantify differences in metabolism
among different compartments of hepatocytes. The results
may be used for the future evaluation of drug delivery efficiency
in vivo.

Fig. 3 Hepatocellular fluorescent intensity analysis. (a) Absolute
fluorescent intensity of hepatic nucleus and cytoplasm. For the
selected hepatocyte, the maximum value of this choosen hepatocyte
had ∼25% difference between hepatic nucleus and cytoplasm.
(b) Normalized hepatic fluorescent intensity showing that metabolism
in the nuclei was time-delayed. (c) The time points of maximum fluo-
rescent intensity in hepatic metabolism.

Table 1 Summary of the differences between cytoplasmic and nuclear metabolism of 6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate (6-CFDA).

Time of maximum
6-CF fluorescence intensity (min)

Maximum intensity
(photons)

6-CF intensity
decay (photons∕min)

Slope of normalized 6-CF
fluorescence (1∕min)

Cytoplasm 11.3� 4.4 117.82� 44.99 1.43� 0.75 0.0120� 0.0049

Nucleus 14.7� 4.9 109.19� 45.69 1.27� 0.72 0.0113� 0.0037

Cyto-nuc 3.4 8.63 0.16 0.0007

j cyto−Nuccyto j × 100% 27.6 7.3 11.2 5.8

Note: Cyto, cytoplasm; nuc, nucleus.
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